Closing Event for the joint United Nations project “Reimagining Education for Marginalized Girls and Boys during and post COVID-19 in Bosnia and Herzegovina” - Sarajevo, 7 April 2022

Additional news (local language)

“Minister Gudeljevic attended the closing ceremony of the Reimagining Education for Marginalized Girls and Boys during and post COVID-19 in Bosnia and Herzegovina”

Ministry of Civil Affairs of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 07/04/2022

“United Nations: the foundations are set for the future processes in digital transformation of education”

radiosarejevo.ba, 07/04/2022

“Minister Gudeljevic: the main goal of the education project has been achieved”

federalna.ba, 07/04/2022
vecernji.ba, 07/04/2022
radioljubuski.ba, 07/04/2022
startbih.ba, 08/04/2022
pogled.ba, 07/04/2022